
 

 

                     
                                                  SANSKAR SCHOOL 
                                                          GRADE-V 
                                                       Assignment 6 

 

ENGLISH: 

 Watch the video (from your English Reader) sent on your Class Whats App 

group. Try to read along from the captions in the video. Find the meanings of 

the words given from the story (wrath, pondered, perspired, commenced, 

perished, and snug) and use them in your own sentences. 

 

HINDI: 

दिए गए वीडियो को िखेकर भाषा के िोनों रूपों मौडखक एव ंडिडखत के 5-5उिाहरण डिडखए तथा 

दकन्ही 5 राज्यों में बोिी जाने वािी  भाषाओं को डिडखए । 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fax87RidGRo&feature=youtu.be 

 

MATHS:  

Watch the video below and answer the questions in the practice note book:- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jd0Hzyc1SMk 

Q1)  Write the Roman numeral for each of the following Hindu Arabic numerals:- 

a) 76    b) 247   c) 344   d ) 438   e) 199  

Q2)  Write the Hindu Arabic numerals corresponding to each of the following:- 

a)  CXLVI    b) CCLIX   c) CXCI I   d) CCCXIII    e) CCXCVI 

Q3) Solve the following and write the number in Roman numerals:- 

a) XIX +XXIX =  

b) IX+XV+ XX = 

c) LVII-XXIX= 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fax87RidGRo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jd0Hzyc1SMk


d) XCII-XV = 

Q4) Write the following Roman numerals in ascending order:- 

a) CXIX, XCIX, CXXI, CXICXX  

b) CCLX, CCXC, CCXX, CXC, CCXL 

 

UOI: 

Task 1-Watch the video and do the given task. You can use the given reading 

material for reference. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsofiRgeHGo&feature=youtu.be 

CHANGES THAT OCCUR THROUGHOUT HUMAN LIFE 

PHYSICAL CHANGES  

Human development is a lifelong process beginning before birth and extending to death. 

Physical development is generally divided in eight stages that include infancy; early, 

middle and late childhood; adolescence; early adulthood; adulthood; middle age and old 

age. When a baby is born, it is in the most basic phase of development. The newborn’s 

body is exposed to a new surrounding and the brain tries to adapt it.  In case of height, it 

usually grows until the age of 18 but may continue till 20 in case of boys. The 300 bones 

of a baby join to become 206. The brain, however, develops mainly from age 1 to 5. 

Between these years supply of nutrients is essential. The size of the brain grows till 15 – 

16 years. As we grow our ears, hands, legs, etc. grow continuously but surprisingly, the 

size of our eyeball remains the same. The pituitary gland secretes harmones which 

control our physical growth. During adolescence (between 13 to18) the growth is 

maximum. During this time teenager become more hairy, sweat more and develop more. 

They need regular exercise to keep fit. Physical development includes gross motor and 

fine motor skills.   

SOCIAL CHANGES       

Social development involves forming relationships and learning to be self-sufficient. A 

newborn is accustomed to the sole company of its mother. As the baby does not know 

about the social changes, he/she does not adapt to other people. A baby grows, he/she 

understands about friendship and society. The child becomes more amiable and friendly. 

A child creates a friend circle and enjoys the company of friends. But he/she does not 

understand about the society. It is during adolescence that children learn about their 

society and surrounding and think about contributing, helping and making acquaintance. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsofiRgeHGo&feature=youtu.be


When the adolescent becomes an adult, he/she takes responsibility to participate in 

social activities and contribute to the welfare of the society. Social changes occur with 

increasing age. 

EMOTIONAL AND INTELLECTUAL CHANGES 

Emotion and intellect are part of are thinking and perceiving. Emotional development is 

learning to understand feelings about self and others and Intellectual development is 

development of language, thinking and memory skills. As we grow, we develop intellect 

automatically. Our brain is an efficient machine, not a smart or fast one. It has to control 

and configure the body running on power. So intellectual changes are slow and gradual, 

the more we exercise are brain through puzzles, quizzes, games and etc. the more it 

develops.  

Emotional changes are like, changing weather. Love, anger, hate, sorrow, etc. fluctuate in 

our thoughts depending upon the situations. With age our body secretes hormones 

which controls our emotions. During adolescence youngsters go through a mood 

changing phenomenon and do not have full control over their moods and thoughts. Self-

concept and self-image are very important for the development and growth of 

adolescent.  

MINDFUL ME: 

Task 2- Write things you love about yourself in the fruits on the tree (you may 

also draw your own tree and complete it) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MUSIC: 

Watch part 2 for "Ye jamin ye aasman" on YouTube. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRNS0JCaPTk&feature=youtu.be  

 

Lesson on Playing Drums Virtually, link of the app is in video descriptions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8oRNgnkCCk&feature=youtu.be 

 

Basics of electric keyboard-01  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ah3Fw4PDG6M&feature=youtu.be 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRNS0JCaPTk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8oRNgnkCCk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ah3Fw4PDG6M&feature=youtu.be

